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The model and details of the hybrid gene algorithm (GA) and molecular mechanics (MM) calculations
For the simple ligand -SCH 3 , the steric effects of the substituent group is negligible.
However, for the large ligand, such as R = C 2 H 4 Ph, Ph, Adm, Ph, Ph-t Bu and -t Bu, the steric effect of hydrocarbon substituent groups may greatly affect the total energy of nanoclusters. For the Au 20 (SR) 16 , there are 2 16 configurations of R substituent, and the rotation along the C-C bond in some substituent groups such as C 2 H 4 Ph and Ph-t Bu will also increase the conformational degrees of freedom.
In order to rapidly explore the landscape of ligand orientations, in this work, we used hybrid gene algorithm (GA) and molecular mechanics (MM) calculations to rapidly search the low-energy conformation of the ligands. Then, the obtained low-lying isomers from the conformational searches are re-optimized by the DFT-D calculations to find the lowest energy structure of any Au 20 (SR) 16 isomer with ligand protections.
As shown in Figure S1 and Table S2, In order to search the energy landscape of the ligand orientations, the GA is combined with the MM calculations to search the optimal orientation of the S-R ligand.
Each generated Au 20 (SR) 16 cluster with specific ligand orientation is optimized using the universal force field (UFF). 1 During the UFF optimizations, we fixed the position of Au and S atoms, only allow the R groups to freely change their atomic positions and orientations. Geometry minimization was carried out using the conjugate-gradient method.
Convergence criteria for the minimization are that all partial forces on each atom are less than 0.0001 eV/Å.
For example, Figure S2 shows the energy landscape of the Au 20 -Iso1 (the protection ligand is -SCH 2 CH 2 Ph) calculated from the hybrid GA and MM method. It is seen that in the first ~3000 step runs, several high energy ligand configurations were generated. After ~3000 step runs, the lowest-energy ligand configuration is determined.
Because the MM calculations only provided approximate estimations of the relative stabilities of different isomer configurations, after the GA/MM searches, the generated low-energy isomers were then re-optimized by the DFT-D method. After each structural search run by GA/MM calculations, we selected ten lowest-energy structures to reoptimize by the DFT-D method. This basically ensures to find the lowest energy ligand configuration.
In order to confirm the accuracy of energy calculations of MM method, here we randomly selected three high energy configurations A, B and C and the lowest energy one Au 20 -Exp. 
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